Effects of recruitment of collapsed lung units on the elastic pressure-volume relationship in anaesthetised healthy adults.
The elastic pressure-volume (Pel-V) curve of the respiratory system can be used as a guide for improved ventilator management. The understanding of curves recorded for sick patients can be improved with better knowledge of the Pel-V relationship observed in healthy humans. Dynamic Pel-V curves were determined over an extended volume range in 15 anaesthetised and muscle-relaxed healthy humans. The influence of a recruitment manoeuvre was studied. Dynamic Pel-V curves were determined during a single prolonged insufflation before and after the recruitment manoeuvre. A mathematical three-segment model of the curve including a linear intermediate segment, delineated by the lower (LIP) and upper (UIP) inflection points, was used for characterisation of the recorded curves. The model gave an adequate description of the recorded Pel-V curves. Before the recruitment manoeuvre, compliance increased until the LIP was reached at 20 cm H2O (1.9 L). Then followed a long linear segment. After the recruitment manoeuvre, compliance increased during insufflation until a LIP was reached at 13 cm H2O (1.2 L). Above the LIP followed a shorter linear segment (compliance = 140 mL/cm H2O) and then an upper segment with decreasing compliance. Pel-V curves recorded before and after the recruitment manoeuvre show that large lung compartments close during anaesthesia and that high pressures are needed to achieve recruitment even in the normal lung. Accordingly, the LIP does not define the end of recruitment during insufflation.